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I. Recognise the figures with the using 'Help Box'.
1)



[10 × 1 = 10]

----------------------------------

3)

4)

---------------------------------

--------------------------------------

5)

6)

---------------------------------

----------------------------------------

7)

8)

--------------------------------



Roll No.

2)

----------------------------------
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HELP BOX

Dumbo Octopus, Nilgiri Langur, Quail, Cobra Plant ,Kalidas, Andes, Bhaskara,
Venus Flytrap, Snow Leopard, Ostrich.
II

Name a crop that is mainly grown in the following states in the respective box.
Use the 'Help Box.'

[5 × 1 = 5]

1) Grown in Andhra pradesh

2) Grown in Karnataka

3) Grown in Kashmir

4) Grown in Maharashtra

5) Grown in West Bengal
Help Box
Apple, Coffee, Jute, Tobacco, Jowar
III Match the idioms and phrases with their meanings.

[5 × 1 = 5]

1) To break the ice

Irregularly.

2) To cast a spell

In writing.

3) By fits and starts

To follow another's opinion.

4) In black and white

To attract or fascinate

5) To toe the line

To break the silence
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IV. Choose the correct answer and put mark (!) in the boxes.
1.

[10 × 1 = 10]

--------------------- can drink salt water.
a) Human beings

b) Dogs

c) Sea birds

2. The longest river in the world is the --------------------a) Ganga

b) Amazon

c) Nile

3. Water covers ...................... of the earth surface.
a) 75%

b) 71%

c) 66%

4. Angel Falls, the highest waterfall in the world, is located in
a) Canada

b) Venezuela

c) Peru

5. Water vaporizes at ...................... degrees Celsius.
a) Zero

b) fifty

c) hundred

6. Frozen water is ...................... water in the liquid form.



a) heavier than

b) lighter than

c) the same weight is
7. Most of the earth's water is stored in ...................... .
a) ocean

b) lakes

c) rivers

8. Water freezes at ...................... degrees Celsius.
a) zero

b) hundred

c) fifty

9. Less than ...................... of the water supply on earth can be used as drinking water.
a) 10%

b) 1%

c) 70%

10. The ocean that contains the deepest trench on earth is the ...................... .
a) Indian Ocean

b) Atlantic Ocean

V. Fill in the Blanks.
1.

c) Pacific Ocean
[10 × 1 = 10]

--------------------- is an object that moves around a planet.

2. The planet closest to the sun is ---------------- .
3. ---------------- a British Sailor, who went arround the world, mapping Australia and the
Antarctica and Arctic regions.
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4. Seeds of this plant are crushed to make cooking oil --------------.
5. Ved Vyas is to Mahabharata as Bana Bhatt is to --------------- .
6. 'Quit India' is to Mahatma Gandhi as 'Aram Haram Hai' is to ------------ .
7. Lotus temple is to New Delhi as Charminar is to -------------------------.
8. Which little girl wore a red cloak when she went to meet her grandmother ?
---------------------.
9. The coldest place in the solar system is -------------------.
10. A lion is to den as a dog is to ----------------- .
VI. There are different branches of science. Write the names of branches using the
'Help Box'.

[5 × 1 = 5]

1) Study of animals

..................................

2) Study of insects

..................................

3) Study of bones

..................................

4) Study of sound

..................................

5) Science of heavenly bodies

..................................

Help Box
Acoustics, Zoology, Astronomy, Entomology, Osteology
V. Answer the following questions .

[5 × 1 = 5]

(1) The leaves of which plant are used to make blue dye ?
(2) Who wrote 'Discovery of India' ?
(3) The sap of which tree is used to make tyres, erasers, slippers, etc. ?
(4) Who created the cartoon character Pikachu ?
(5) Name the first Indian satellite launched into space ?
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